
INERRANCY & 
HERMENEUTICS
What every Evangelical pastor should know 
about biblical truth and interpretation



True or false?

• “EFCA pastors believe that every word of the Bible is 
literally true”



Is loincloth true?















“Well versed”

• Literal interpretation

• Hurrah!

“Poorly versed”

• Literalistic interpretation

• Boo!



1. “Absolute” inerrancy (too hard)

2. “Limited” inerrancy (too soft)

3. “Critical” inerrancy (just right!)





II. THE NATURE OF 
SCRIPTURE
Inspired Discourse











THE HOLY BIBLE
is inspired discourse that presents Christ in order to 
form Christ in us – and does so in many ways…



III. THESES ON 
INERRANCY
What every pastor should know



Deceptions to avoid
• Do not confuse inerrancy with “perfect book” theology.



Deceptions to avoid
• Do not confuse literal with literalistic interpretation



Cron•ki•tis
• noun

• acute or chronic inflation of literality
• also: a hermeneutical disease marked by this





Deceptions to avoid
• Do not use inerrancy as a device for de-coding holy 

enigmas or for dismissing interpretive disagreement



Definitions to ponder
• “Infallible”: not liable to fail (cf. “impeccable”)

• “For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven and do 
not return there but water the earth, making it bring forth and 
sprout … so shall my word be that goes out from my mouth; it 
shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish that which 
I purpose, and shall succeed in the thing for which I sent it” 
(Isa. 55:10-11)



Definitions to 
ponder

• “Inerrancy means that when 
all facts are known, the 
Scriptures properly 
interpreted will be shown to 
be wholly true in everything 
that they affirm, whether that 
has to do with doctrine or 
morality or with the social, 
physical, or life sciences.”



Definitions to 
ponder

• “When all the facts are known, the 
Bible (in its original writings) properly 
interpreted in light of which culture and 
communication means had developed 
by the time of its composition will be 
shown to be completely true (and 
therefore not false) in all that it affirms, 
to the degree of precision intended by 
the author, in all matters relating to God 
and his creation”

• - from David Dockery, Christian Scripture: An Evangelical 
Perspective on Inspiration, Authority and Interpretation



Following the way the words go…

“insofar as they make affirmations…”

• Literal truth requires literal interpretation, which in turn 
requires literary (i.e., discourse) sensitivity: literacy.



Verses a well-versed inerrancy will ponder

• “Write this down, for these words are trustworthy and true” 
(Rev. 21:5)

• “Let God be proved true” (Rom. 3:4)

• “Your word is truth” (John 17:17)

• “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not 
pass away” (Matt. 24:35)



Definitions to ponder

• “True words communicate what is” 

• “Truth is a covenantal correspondence, a faithful fit, 
between what is said and what is, between God’s words 
and God’s deeds, between what God says and what God 
is”

• “Jesus is the truth because he fulfills what God promised 
(truth as fidelity) and because he corresponds to what 
God is (truth as reliability)”



“Authority belongs to truth and truth only. . . . I can make 
no sense – no reverent sense, anyway – of the idea, 
sometimes met, that God speaks his truth to us in and 
through false statements by biblical writers” 

- J. I. Packer, Truth & Power: The Place of Scripture in the Christian Life



Definitions to ponder

“Error”



“Mistakes in 
Literature and 
Whether They 
Matter”

Sir Christopher Ricks 
Professor of Poetry (Oxford 
University), Professor of the 
Humanities (Boston University)







“Yes, the world is established; it shall never be moved” 
(Ps. 93:1c)



Prof. John Frame 
(Reformed Theological 
Seminary, Orlando)

• Inerrancy means that Scripture is true, 
not that it is maximally precise

• An error is a failure to make good on 
one’s claim

• Statements, especially in ordinary 
language, often claim different kinds 
and degrees of precision



Morals for interpretation:

• Inerrancy is not a quick fix to pervasive interpretive 
pluralism, or to determine in advance what kind of truths 
we will discover in Scripture.

• Inerrancy is rather a call to a long hermeneutical 
obedience in the same direction the words go.



Morals for interpretation:

• Inerrancy applies to the authorial discourse of Scripture, 
not to the reader’s interpretation.

• The best interpreter is therefore a humble interpreter who 
is open to correction by the text and is willing to listen to 
others, especially the “great cloud of witness-interpreters” 
who have gone before us.



Morals for interpretation

• Inerrancy does not entail a literalistic hermeneutic, but we 
may HOPE for true interpretations.

• HOPE = “Historically Omniscient Perfect Exegete”



The Spirit’s illumination makes readers not 
historically omniscient, but right-minded and 
right-hearted 
• Inerrancy of Scripture gives us boldness
• Fallibility of interpreter gives us pause

• Interpretive virtue = praying & paying (attention to) the text

• Humble interpreters will have most boldness when they 
preach the gospel, the main story-line of Scripture, and 
the main doctrines affirmed throughout church history



Morals for interpretation

• The Bible’s truth claims should never be determined 
without first discerning what the biblical authors are 
saying.

• Meaning is prior to truth, and literary form (i.e., form of 
discourse) is prior to meaning content.



Morals for interpretation

• The forms of biblical literature are like maps in a canonical 
atlas: we will only be able to follow them if we know how 
to read them (i.e., what kind of maps they are)

























Morals for interpretation

• Inerrancy does not mean that all biblical narratives must 
pass the Cronkite test







Genesis 1-3



Distinguished Professor of 
Biblical Literature and 
Northwest Semitic 
Languages and Literature 
(American Jewish University, 
Los Angeles)





The literal sense = the literary sense = 
what the author is doing with his words



CONCLUSION

Cheap vs. costly inerrancy



Cheap inerrancy

• 1. the profession of biblical truth without the interpretive 
practice

• 2. the profession of biblical truth with an illiterate 
interpretative practice



Costly inerrancy

• 1. We must strive to become biblically literate.

• 2. We must strive to become virtuous interpreters (right-
hearted and right-minded readers who desire above all to 
hear and do God’s word)

• 3. We must be willing to endure ongoing difficulties rather 
than reach for facile answers.



Journalistic truth: take two

• 1. The truth of Scripture is journalistic (i.e., like journalism) 
inasmuch as it is testimony (often eye-witness testimony) 
to good news: things that God has done in history.

• Thin description (modern journalistic reporting) vs. thick 
description (theological reportage that attests the event 
and its true interpretation) 



Journalistic truth: take two

• 2. Even to read newspapers today requires sensitivity and 
competence (i.e., literacy) to literary genres











Doing biblical truth: interpretation as 
discipleship (and discipleship as 
interpretation)
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